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5   September   2019  

Dear   Mr   Marquis,  

 Thank   you   for   writing,   for   providing   us   with   the   opportunity   to   speak   to   your   organisation   on   issues  
important   to   the   Bell   Pensioners’   Group,   and   for   your   advocacy.   Please   find   our   response   below.   

Best   regards,  

 

Kat   Lorimer  
Policy   Researcher  
Green   Party   of   Canada  

 

The   Green   Party’s   National   Seniors   Strategy   will   enhance   and   protect   the   Canada   Pension   Plan   (CPP)  
and   introduce   pension   reform   to   keep   the   elderly   out   of   poverty.   The   Green   Party   is   also   committed   to   a  
Guaranteed   Livable   Income   for   all.   
 
Pension   reforms   must   build   on   the   system   that   will   ensure   stable   retirement   income   for   seniors   to   keep  
the   elderly   out   of   poverty,   and   will   have   low   administrative   and   investment   costs.   The   only   system  
capable   of   meeting   these   goals   is   CPP   –   a   proven   system   that   is   the   envy   of   many   countries.   All  
Canadians   are   familiar   with   CPP,   which   is   in   sound   financial   health,   and   is   estimated   to   be   able   to   meet  
Canadians’   needs   for   at   least   the   next   70   years.  
 
The   CPP   can   easily   be   modified   to   offer   enhanced   benefits.   The   Green   Party   will:  

● Phase   in   the   doubling   of   the   target   income   replacement   rate   from   25   to   50   per   cent.  
Approximately   35   percent   of   seniors   rely   on   the   Guaranteed   Income   Supplement   (GIS).  
Doubling   the   replacement   rate   would   keep   the   elderly   out   of   poverty   and   reduce   the   cost   of   GIS  
by   billions   annually.  

● Raise   the   Year’s   Maximum   Pensionable   Earnings   (YMPE)   to   at   least   $90,000   over   several  
decades.  

● The   Green   Party   will   give   pension   debts   priority   during   insolvency   proceedings   by   a   company,  
making   cash   owed   to   the   pension   fund   and   existing   pensioners   the   first   to   be   paid   out   over   other  
creditors.  

● Ensure   that   surviving   spouses   of   plan   sponsors   who   have   married   after   age   60   or   after   retiring   are  
no   longer   prevented   from   accessing   the   pension   benefits   to   which   they   are   entitled.  

● Resist   the   shift   to   voluntary   defined   contribution   plans   with   inefficient   and   expensive   fees   for   a  
myriad   of   market   driven   plans.  

● Ensure   all   seniors   who   qualify   are   made   aware   of   available   federal   income   supplements   and  
instructed   on   how   to   apply   for   them.  
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Finally,   in   order   to   eradicate   poverty   among   seniors   and   others,   the   Green   Party   of   Canada   believes   it   is  
time   to   revisit   a   major   policy   initiative   −   the   use   of   a   negative   income   tax,   or   Guaranteed   Livable  
Income   (GLI)   for   all.   The   use   of   a   GLI   would   eliminate   poverty   and   free   up   social   services   to  
concentrate   on   problems   such   as   poverty   among   seniors.   It   would   save   us   money   and   simultaneously  
improve   the   living   conditions   of   millions   of   Canadians   living   in   poverty.   
 
The   principle   of   the   GLI   is   simple:   to   establish   an   income   floor   below   which   no   Canadian   could   fall,   but  
with   incentives   for   recipients   to   continue   working   and   to   earn   more.   A   GLI   would   provide   a   regular  
payment   to   every   Canadian,   at   a   level   above   the   poverty   line,   to   meet   Canadians'   basic   food   and   other  
needs   and   ensure   that   no   person’s   income   falls   below   what   is   necessary   for   health,   life   and   dignity.  
 
Through   a   Council   of   Canadian   Governments   we   will   work   with   the   other   levels   of   government   whose  
inadequate   poverty   band aid   solutions   can   be   rolled   up   in   order   to   fund   the   GLI.  
 

 

 


